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  ..This paper is concerned with the eigenvalue problem yD q V x u s lu on V
< 2and u s 0, where V is a bounded domain in R and V is a suitable function­ V
defined on V. We prove that the number of non-positive eigenvalues of the
 q .preceding problem is bounded by const. H V 1 q log V dx, where V is theV y y y
negative part of V. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the Schrodinger operator yD q V on aÈ
n  .  .domain V : R n G 2 with Dirichlet boundary condition, where V x is
 .a suitable function defined on V. We denote by N V, V the number of
 .bound states i.e,. non-positive eigenvalues of this operator.
 .With respect to the number N V, V , it is well known that if n G 3 and
n r2 n.V g L R , then the following estimate holds,
N V , Rn F C V n r2 dx , 1.1 .  .Hn y
nR
 .where C is a positive constant and V s max yV, 0 . In fact, this estimaten y
w x w x w xwas obtained independently by Rosenbljum 8 , Cwikel 3 , and Lieb 6, 7 .
We remark that their proofs are very different from each other. Especially
Lieb's method which involves Wiener integrals gives a better value for the
 . w xconstant C in 1.1 . We also refer to Li and Yau 5 , in which they gave an
 .simple proof of 1.1 by relying on heat kernel estimates.
 .On the other hand, when n s 2, the estimate 1.1 is not valid in general
and counterexamples are known. However, it is known that if V is a
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2 p .bounded domain in R and V g L V for some p ) 1, then the following
estimate holds,
N V , V F C V p dx , 1.2 .  .Hp , V y
V
where C is a positive constant such that C ª ` as px1. In fact, thisp, V p, V
estimate is easily obtained, for example, by applying the method in Li and
w xYau 5 to the case n s 2.
 .In contrast with 1.2 , the purpose of this paper is to prove the following
estimate.
THEOREM 1.1. Let V be a bounded domain in R2. Then
N V , V F C V 1 q logqV dx .  .H y y
V
for any measurable function V defined on V such that the abo¨e integral is
finite, where C is a positi¨ e constant depending only on V.
Our method of the proof of this theorem is strongly motivated by the
w xtechnique due to Tanaka 14 who effectively made use of the notion of
 w x.trace ideals cf. 9, 10 to get some spectral estimate with respect to a
nonlinear wave equation. We also use an extrapolation theorem due to
w xCapri and Fava 2 .
2. A TRACE IDEAL ESTIMATE
In this section we state a trace ideal estimate which is one of the
important tools for the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the bounded domain
2  .  .V ; R is contained in the square domain L s yp a, p a = yp a, p a ,
where a is a positive constant depending on V. For later convenience, we
p p .further assume that p a G 1. For 1 F p F `, we denote by L s L L
5 5 pthe Lebesgue space equipped with the standard norm ? . We writeL
 .x s j , h g L. Considering the Dirichlet boundary condition with respect
to the square domain L, we represent each u g L2 as a Fourier expansion
of the form
1 jj kh
u j , h s c ? sin sin .  jk p a a a .j , k gN=N
5 5 2 2 < < 2with the coefficients c such that u s  c - `.Ljk j, k jk
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w xNow, motivated by the technique due to Tanaka 14 , we define opera-
2  .  .  .tors D and T on L as follows: For u j , h s  c ? 1rp a sin jjrau f , u j, k jk
 . 2sin khra g L ,
1 jj kh
D u j , h s u ? c ? sin sin , 2.1 .  .  .u jk jk p a a aj, k
T u j , h s f j , h ? D u j , h , 2.2 .  .  .  .  . .f , u u
 .  .where f j , h is a function on L and u s u is a sequence on N = N.jk
w xTo analyze the operator T , we use the notion of trace ideals as in 14 .f , u
 wHere we recall the definition and some properties of trace ideals cf. 9,
x.10 .
  .. DEFINITION. Let H, ?, ? be a separable Hilbert space we write
5 5  .1r2 .u s u, u for u g H and let A: H ª H be a compact operator. The
’< <singular ¨alues of A are defined to be the eigenvalues of A s A*A
  .  . .arranged in non-increasing order denoted by s A G s A G ??? . For1 2
1 F p - `, A is said to lie in the trace ideal I if and only ifp
1rp`
p
5 5A ' s A - `. 2.3 .  .I np  /
ns1
For p s `, we set I s the set of bounded linear operators: H ª H and`
5 5 5 5 5 5 4A ' sup Au ; u F 1 - `. 2.4 .I`
 w x.The following properties of trace ideals are known cf. 9, 10 :
 .18 I is the Hilbert]Schmidt class on H.2
 . 28 Let B denote the family of orthonormal sequences not neces-
.sarily complete in H. Then
1rp
p
5 5A s sup Aw , c . 2.5 .  .I n np  /
 4  4w , c gB nn n
 4Especially when p s 2, for any complete orthonormal sequence w in H,n
1r2
25 5 5 5A s Aw . 2.6 .I n2  /
n
 .38 For p G 2, A g I if and only if A*A g I , andp pr2
5 5 2 5 5A s A*A . 2.7 .I I r2P p
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We set H s L2 and A s T for our situation and denote by l p s l pf , u
 .  .N = N the space of sequences u s u equipped with the standardjk
norm
1rp
p
p `5 5 < < 5 5 < <u s u for p G 1, u s sup u for p s `.l ljk jk /
j, kj , k
Now we state the following estimate.
 w x.PROPOSITION 2.1 cf. 14, Proposition 5.2 . Let T be the operatorf , u
 . p p w xdefined in 2.2 . Suppose that f g L and u g l for p g 2, ` . Then
T g I andf , u p
5 5 5 5 p 5 5 pT F f u .I L lf , u p
w xProof. The proof is done in the same way as in 14, Proposition 5.2 .
 4  .  .  .4  .First in the case p s 2, setting w s 1rp a sin jjra sin khra in 2.6 ,n
we have
21 jj kh25 5T s T sin sinIf , u f , u2  / 2p a a a Lj, k
21 jj kh
s f j , h ? u ? sin sin . jk
2p a a a Lj, k
1 12 2 2 2
2 2 2< < 5 5 5 5 5 5F u f s f u . 2.8 . L L ljk2 2
p a p a .  .j, k
 .  .  .Next in the case p s `, for any u s  c ? 1rp a sin jjra sin khra gj, k jk
L2, we have
1 jj kh
25 5T u s f j , h ? u ? c ? sin sin . Lf , u jk jk p a a a 2j, k L
1 jj kh
`5 5F f u ? c ? sin sinL jk jk p a a a 2j, k L
5 5 ` 5 5 ` 5 5 2F f u u .L l L
 .Therefore by 2.4 ,
5 5 5 5 2 5 5 ` 5 5 `T s sup T u F f u . 2.9 .I L L lf , u f , u`
25 5u F1L
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 .  4  4To deal with the case p g 2, ` , we fix w , c g B and consider then n
p p p .  .  .4bilinear operator L = l ª l N defined by f , u ¬ T w , c .f , u n n ng N
 .  .Note that 2.8 and 2.9 lead to
1
2 25 5 5 5 5 5T w , c F T F f u , . 2 I L lf , u n n f , u . 2l N p a
` `5 5 5 5 5 5T w , c F T F f u . . ` I L lf , u n n f , u . `l N
 w x.Hence, using the multilinear interpolation cf. 1 , we can deduce that for
 .p g 2, ` ,
y2rp
p p p p5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5T w , c F p a f u F f u , 2.10 .  . . p L l L lf , u n n  .l N
 4  4where we have used the assumption p a G 1. Since w , c g B aren n
 .  .arbitrary, it follows from 2.5 and 2.10 that
p p5 5 5 5 5 5T s sup T w , c F f u . . pI L lf , u f , u n n  .p l N
 4  4w , c gBn n
This completes the proof.
3. AN EXTRAPOLATION THEOREM
In this section we state an extrapolation theorem which plays an essen-
tial role in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
 w x.First we give some definitions and notations cf. 2 .
 .  .DEFINITION. Let X, m and Y, n be s-finite measure spaces. We
denote by S and M the set of all integrable simple functions on X andm n
the set of all measurable functions on Y, respectively. If an operator T :
S ª M satisfies the following conditions, we call it a D-sublinear operator.m n
 . <  . < < < < <T1 T g q h F Tg q Th for g, h g S .m
 . <  . < < < < <T2 T rh s r Th for h g S and r g R.m
 . < < <  . <T3 Tg y Th F T g y h for g, h g S .m
  q .a .For a G 0, we denote by L 1 q log L the class of all measurable
< <  q< <.a4functions on X such that the integral H h 1 q log h dm is finite. IfX
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 4   q .a .a sequence h in L 1 q log L satisfiesn
aq< < < <lim h y h 1 q log h y h dm s 0 . 4H n n
nª` X
aqfor some h g L 1 q log L , . .
  q .a .then we simply write h ª h in L 1 q log L .n
Now we state the following extrapolation theorem which is obtained in
w xCapri and Fava 2 .
 w x.EXTRAPOLATION THEOREM cf. 2, Theorem 2 . Let T : S ª M be am n
D-sublinear operator which satisfies the condition
b
q q5 5 5 5T4 Th F h 1 - q F 2 , .  .L n . L  m .a
q y 1 .
where a , b G 0 are constants independent of q. Then T has a unique
  q .a .   q .a .extension to L 1 q log L such that if h ª h in L 1 q log L , thenn
Th ª Th in n-measure. The extended operator satisfiesn
a
< <h
q< < < <Th dn F d C n F q C h 1 q log dm 3.1 .  .H H1 2  5 /dF X
for e¨ery set F of finite n-measure and e¨ery d ) 0, where C , C ) 0 are1 2
constants depending only on a and b.
 .As a corollary to 3.1 , we can deduce
aq< < < < < < 4n Th G 1 F C h 1 q log h dm , 3.2 . . .  4H
X
where C ) 0 is a constant depending only on a and b. In fact, taking
 4finite n-measurable sets Y such that Y ­Y as n ª ` and settingn n
 < < 4  .d s 1r2C and F s Y l Th G 1 in 3.1 , we have1 n
< < < < 4n Y l Th G 1 F Th dn . Hn
 < < 4Y l Th G1n
1
< < 4F n Y l Th G 1 .n2
aq< < < <q C h 1 q log 2C h dm. . 4H2 1
X
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This inequality implies
aq< < < < < < 4n Y l Th G 1 F 2C h 1 q log 2C h dm . .  4Hn 2 1
X
aq< < < <F C h 1 q log h dm , . 4H
X
where C ) 0 is a constant depending only on a and b. Further letting
 .n ª ` yields 3.2 .
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
In this final section we prove Theorem 1.1 by using the trace ideal
estimate and the extrapolation theorem stated in the previous sections.
1 .Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let H M be the usual Sobolev space with the0
5 5 1 5 5 2 1 .norm h ' =h for h g H M , where M s V or L. ByH M . L M . 00
1 .extending each element in H V over L _ V with the value 0, we may0
1 . 1 . assume that H V ; H L . In the definition of the operator D see0 0 u
 ..  .2  .2 .y1r22.2 , we especially take u s jra q kra . Then it is easilyjk
2 2 .seen that for each u g L s L L ,
5 5 1 5 5 2 5 5 2D u s = D u s u . 4.1 .  .H L . L L . L L .u u0
2 . 1 .That is, the operator D is an isometry form L L to H L . Setu 0
V j , h , if j , h g V , .  .Ä Ä ÄV j , h s V s max yV , 0 . .  .y 0, if j , h g L _ V , .
Then we can deduce
N V , V s max dim H ; H ; H 1 V is a subspace such that .  . 0
yD q V h , h F 0 for h g H . 4 .
F max dim H ; H ; H 1 L is a subspace such that . 0
Ä 2 15 5V h , h G h for h g H . 5H L .y 0
s max dim H ; H ; L2 L is a subspace such that .
Ä 2 25 5V D u , D u G u for u g H . 5L L .y u u
U Äs N D V D G 1 , 4.2 .u y u
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 . 2 .where we have used 4.1 by setting h s D u for u g L L andu
U Ä U Äw xN D V D G 1 denotes the number of the eigenvalues of D V Du y u u y u
which are greater than or equal to 1.
To make use of the extrapolation theorem, let us construct an operator
 .  .satisfying the conditions T1 ] T4 . We first note that for 1 - q F 2,
1rqyq2 2j k2
2 q5 5u s ql  /  / / 5a aj, k
1rq 1rq 2` 2k y 1 2 q 4a
2 2F a F a F . 4.3 . 2 q 5  /q y 1 q y 1kks1
 .  .  .  .By 2.5 , 2.7 , Proposition 2.1 setting p s 2 q , and 4.3 , for 1 - q F 2,
we have
1rq
q 2U U5 5 5 5sup T T w , c s T T s T . I If , u f , u n n f , u f , u f , uq 2 q /
 4  4w , c gB nn n
4a22 2 2
2 q 2 q 2 q5 5 5 5 5 5F u f F fl L Lq y 1
for f g L2 q .
<  . < <  . <1r2  .Set f j , h s h j , h . Then by the definition 2.2 , this inequality is
reduced to
1rq 24aqU q
q< < 5 5sup D h D w , c F h for h g L . . Lu u n n / q y 1 4  4w , c gB nn n
4.4 .
 4 q q .Fixing w g B, we define an operator T : L ª l N byn w
U < < < < < < 2 qT h ' D h D w , w s h D w dj dh for h g L . 4 . Hw u u n n u nngN  5
L ngN
We see from this definition that the operator T satisfies the conditionsw
 .  .  .  .  .T1 ] T3 under the setting X, m s L, Lebesgue measure and Y, n s
 .  .N, counting measure . Moreover it follows from 4.4 that
4a2
q q5 5 5 5T h F h 1 - q F 2 . .l N. Lw q y 1
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 .Hence the operator T also satisfies the condition T4 with a s 1 andw
b s 4a2. Now we can apply the extrapolation theorem to T s T . In fact,w
 .using 3.2 , we have
U q< < < < < <a n g N; D h D w , w G 1 F C h 1 q log h dj dh 4.5 . . 4 . Hu u n n
L
 q .  4for h g L 1 q log L , where the constant C is independent of w and h.n
Ä U Ä 4  4  .Especially setting h s V and w s eigenfunctions of D V D in 4.5 ,y n u y u
we can deduce
U qÄ Ä ÄN D V D G 1 F C V 1 q log V dj dh .Hu y u y y
L
s C V 1 q logqV dx. 4.6 . .H y y
V
 .  .Finally, combining 4.2 with 4.6 , we get the desired estimate.
Remarks.
 .  w x. w x1 With the aid of Lieb's formula cf. 11 and an idea from Ito 4 ,
w xthe author 12 proved a somewhat weaker version of Theorem 1.1 and
used it for the study of an elliptic equation with exponential nonlinearity.
 . 2 After a suitable modification, the method used in this paper i.e.,
.a combination of a trace ideal estimate and an extrapolation theorem can
be applied to get a spectral estimate which plays an important role in the
 w x.study of a wave equation with exponential nonlinearity see 13 .
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